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Abstract

This work presents a methodology of allocating oil rate
and associated water cut to each individual layer using
temperature measurements and total surface production of
oil and water.
This paper consists of two parts. In part one; an
analytical forward model is proposed for wellbore
temperature response under two-phase production in a
multilayer geometry, using a nodal representation of the
well. This model accounts for the formation geothermal
gradient, steady-state oil-water flow in the wellbore,
friction loss and Joule-Thomson effect in the wellbore,
contrast in the thermal and physical properties of oil
and water, wellbore heat losses due to unsteady heat
conduction in the earth, and the mixing of the fluid
streams of contrasting temperature.
The second part shows the application of the above
solution by applying inversion techniques on temperature
data coupled with forward model to allocate water and
oil influx from producing layers. The inversion result is
verified using a variety of commingled flow problems
including a field case of a deviated well producing an oilwater mixture from two active completions. Inversion
results seem to be robust within +/-15% provided the
temperature contrast between the commingled layers is at
least one order of magnitude greater than the resolution
of the temperature measurements (e. g., 4°C contrast for
0.1°C resolution)
Key words: Temperature measurements; Analytical
forward model; Two-phase production; Multilayer;
Inversion; Field case; Temperature contrast; Commingled
layers

NOMENCLATURE

= Thermal diffusivity of earth, ft2/hr
= Viscosity, cp
= Constant for friction factor given by Equation A.10
= Angle of inclination of the well with horizontal,
degrees
3
ρ = Density, lbm/ft
given by Equation A.19
φD = Dimensionless number,
3
ρe = Earth density, lbm/ft
γg,o,w = Gas, oil and water specific gravity
AD = Dimensionless number given by Equation A. 18
B = Formation volume factor, bbl/stb
Ce = Specific heat of earth, BTU/lbm-F
Cp = Specific heat of liquid, BTU/lbm-F
Cp1 = Specific heat of liquid produced from the lower
zone, BTU/lbm-F
Cp2 = Specific heat of liquid produced from the upper
zone, BTU/lbm-F
Cp5` = Specific heat of liquid at node 5`, BTU/lbm-F
CpM = Specific heat of liquid after mixing, BTU/lbm-F
Cpo = Specific heat of oil, BTU/lbm-F
Cpw = Specific heat of water, BTU/lbm-F
Dti = Inside diameter of the tubing, ft
e = Pipe roughness, ft
f
= Friction factor
GT = Geothermal gradient, F/ft
h = Formation thickness, ft
i
= Index for number of temperature measurements in
the producing zones
J
= Conversion factor, 778 ft-lbf/BTU
K = Permeability, md
Kan = Thermal conductivity of material in annulus, BTU/
D-ft-F
Kcem = Thermal conductivity of cement, BTU/D-ft-F
Ke = Thermal conductivity of earth, BTU/D-ft-F
α
µ
φ
θ
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L
m
n

= Total length of the well, ft
= Vector for input parameters for the forward model
= Total number of temperature measurements in the
producing zone
nd = Number of measured temperature closed to the
producing zones
O = Objective function
Pe = Reservoir pressure. Psi
Pwf = Flowing well pressure, psi
q = Flow rate
Q = Heat transfer between fluid and surrounding area,
BTU/lbm
r
= Radius, in
rci = Inside casing radius, in
rco = Outside casing radius, in
rD = Dimensionless radius
Re = Reynolds number, dimensionless
re = Drainage radius, ft
rti = Inside tubing radius, in
rto = Outside tubing radius, in
rwb = Well bore radius, in
t
= Time, hr
tD = Dimensionless time
TeD = Earth dimensionless temperature
Tei = Earth temperature at any depth and far away from
the well, F
Teibh = Earth temperature at the bottom hole of the well, F
Tf = Fluid temperature at any depth, F
Tfbh = Fluid temperature at the bottom hole of the well, F
Tfbh1 = Temperature in the well bore at the bottom of the
lower producing zone, F
Tfbh2 = Temperature in the well bore at the top of the lower
producing zone, F
TfD = Dimensionless fluid temperature
Tfdbh = Dimensionless temperature in the well bore at the
fluid entry for each well section, F
Th = Temperature at the cement/earth interface, F
cal
Ti = Calculated temperature, F
Tiobs = Observed or measured temperature, F
U = Overall heat transfer coefficient, BTU/D-ft2-F
wt = Total mass flow rate, lbm/sec
Z = Height from the bottom of the hole, ft
zD = Dimensionless height
zdbh = Dimensionless Depth at the fluid entry for each
well section

intervention for zonal allocation is generally ruled out
based on operational economics. This is also the case for
land/platform developments with highly deviated wells.
With the advent of distributed temperature sensors
(DTS) (Al-Asimi et al., 2002; Brown & Hartog, 2002)
continuous measurement of temperature along the well
can be obtained, and appropriate mathematical models
coupled with data analysis and interpretation techniques
opens a new direction for production allocation in
complex or inaccessible wells.
Earlier attempts have used temperature logs to allocate
production rates in producing wells (Curtis & Witterholt,
1973). However these methods were applicable to singlephase production for long production times and with
large separation between the zones. A recent work (Li et
al., 1999) does analyze how to obtain two-phase profiles
in producing wells using both temperature logs and
flowmeter data; however this method introduces certain
approximations that limit its applicability to a wide range
of production rates.

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The objective of this work is to develop a robust
algorithm for two-phase oil-water production allocation
in multilayer wells based on temperature measurements.
This is achieved by, first, developing a forward model
for temperature prediction in multilayer producing
wells. Second, using inversion techniques to invert the
temperature for rate allocation for a special case of twolayer producing wells. For the method to be robust an
analytical model was developed from first principles,
taking into account the essential physics of the problem.
This model was compared against models commonly exist
in the literature (Ramey, 1962; Sagar, Duty & Scmidt,
1991) for single layer wells and the inversion algorithm
was tested on synthetic examples and applied to data from
a real field example.

2. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

An analytical solution is developed for the wellbore
temperature response starting with the basic mass,
momentum, and energy balance equations. First the
solution for a single-layer problem under single-phase
flow has been developed and compared with other models
in the literature (Ramey, 1962; Sagar et al., 1991) and
with a numerical model (developed in a compositional
simulator with a wellbore thermal option). Then the
solution is extended to two-layer production and finally to
two-layer and two-phase production. Detailed derivation of
the forward model can be obtained from other references
(Daoud & Jalali, 2004; Rabie, Daoud, El-Tayeb & Abdel
Dayem, 2010). A brief description of the forward model
development and the inversion algorithm is described in
Appendix A.

In completions producing commingled streams through
multiple formations, information about zonal rates and its
change with time is important for routine well diagnosis.
Back allocation of production rates helps in identifying
zones of high water cut or gas-oil ratio and taking actions
to improve well productivity.
Allocation of production rates to individual zones is
conventionally done by running a production-logging
suite, which through multiple sensing modules (velocity,
phase holdup, pressure/temperature) localizes the nonproductive and poorly productive intervals and measures
relative contribution of different zones. As we move
towards frontier fields (subsea, deepwater) post-drilling
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3. APPLICATIONS

case is for perfect knowledge of the input parameter in the
forward model and the rest are for imperfect knowledge.
All the nine cases are tested under high temperature
contrast (13 F) and low temperature contrast (3 F)
between the producing zones. Table 1 shows the input
data used to generate the true temperature for the nine
cases, where the true oil rates from the lower and upper
zone are 800 and 200 STB/D, respectively. In all the nine
cases, we started our initial guess with zero rates, which is
equivalent to using the geothermal temperature as initial
guess. Table 2 and Figure 1 show the different cases used
to test the accuracy of the rate allocation for the low and
high temperature contrast between the producing zones.
Case 9 shows a combined error of some of the parameters.
Also, it is important to mention that only the points near
the producing zones are used without imposing any
constraints during the inversion. However for cases 8* and
9* the total rate has been introduced as constraint in the
inversion algorithm.

In this section, different synthetic cases are used to
test the robustness of the forward and the inversion
algorithm under two severe conditions: a)‘high’ and ‘low’
temperature contrast between the producing zones (13 F
and 3 F), b) imperfect knowledge of the input parameters
required by the temperature forward model. Next, this
approach will be demonstrated on a field case, where
distributed temperature sensors are installed in a two-zone
oil/water producing well.
3.1 Synthetic Cases
Two types of synthetic cases are used to test the robustness
of the approach, the first type is for single-phase two-layer
producing wells and the second is for two-phase two-layer
producing wells.
3.1.1 Single-Phase Two-Layer Producing Wells
Nine cases have been generated to test the accuracy of
rate allocation from two-zone producing wells, the first

Table 1
Input Data for the Synthetic Examples of the Nine Cases for Single Phase Two-Layer Production Wells
Value

Units

0.0274

F/ft

Thermal diffusivity, α

0.04

Ft2/ hr

Thermal conductivity, Ke

33.6

BTU/D-ft-F

Bottom hole temperature, Teibh

237.2

F

58

API

0.485

BTU/lbm-F

1.06744

Cp

6792

Ft

Inside radius of the tubing, rti

0.9075

In

Outside radius of tubing, rto

1.1875

In

Inside radius of the casing, rci

2.506

In

Outside radius of the casing, rco

2.75

In

Formation Thermal Properties
Geothermal gradient, GT

Fluid properties
Oil API
Oil specific heat capacity, cpo
Oil viscosity, µo
Well Data
Total length of the well, L (Depth of the lower zone)

Well bore radius, rwb

3.75

In

Annulus water thermal conductivity, Kanw

9.192

BTU/D-ft-F

Cementing material thermal conductivity, kcem

96.5

BTU/D-ft-F

Tubing roughness

0.001

Ft

Inclination angle to the horizontal, θ

90

Deg.

Production Time, t

100

Days
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Table 2
Case Description and Rate Allocation Error Analysis for Low and High Temperature Contrast Between the
Producing Zones
Cases

Conditions

Error in q1, %

Perfect information about all the
parameters

1

Low temp.
Contrast

High temp.
Contrast

Low temp.
Contrast

High temp.
Contrast

0.0027

0.00103

0.0074

0.00162

4.51

2.67

4.14

2.8

4.68
0.19
0.5

9.15
1.67
0.5

4.66
0.06
0.7

9.05
1.66
0.7

2.94

4.08

2.93

4.06

8.3

9.2

3.7

3.8

74.5

8.18

74.2

15.18

200% error in the tubing
roughness
10% error in oil heat capacity
10% error in oil specific gravity
10% error in the production time

2
3
4
5

10% error in the overall heat
transfer coefficient

6

10% error in the geothermal
gradient
Error in temperature
measurements (normal
distribution of mean zero and S.D
of 0.1)

7
8

Error in q2, %

8*

Case 8, including total rate as
constraint

5

0.7

20.5

3

9

Mixing of all the above cases

69.3

1.11

72.4

18

9*

Case 9, including total rate as
constraint

2.45

3.7

9.8

14.8

Error Analysis

By including the total rate as constraint
in the inversion, the results of the error
in the rate allocation has been improved
By including the total rate as constraint
in the inversion, the results of the error
in rate allocation has been improved

50

error in q1_low contrast
70

Error qo1_High
contrast
Error qo2_High
contrast
error qw1_high
contrast
Error qw2_high
contrast
error qo1_low
contrast
error qo2_low
contrast
error qw1_low
contrast
error qw2_low
contrast

45

error in q1_high contrast

40

60

error in q2_low contrast

35

error in q2_high contrast

Error %

Error, %

High error is used for the roughness due
to high uncertainty associated with it

Perfect Knowledge of input parameters

80

50

Comments

40
30

30
25
20
15

20

10
10

5

0
1

2

* Cases including total
rate as constraint

3

4

5

6

7

8

8*

9

0

9*

Cases Numbers



Without total Rate as
constraint

With total rate as
constraint

Figure 1
Error Analysis of Rate Allocation for Error in the
Model Parameters for Single Phase Two-Layer
Producing Wells

Figure 2
Error in Rate Allocation for Perfect Knowledge of
the Model Parameters for Two Phase Two-Layer
Producing Wells with and Without Imposing Total
Rate as Constraint During Inversion

From the results of these synthetic cases, it was found
that:
(1) In all the cases that have error in model parameters
(10%), the rate allocation from the two producing zones
shows error less than 10 % except for cases 8 and 9. Case 8,
where errors in the temperature measurements have been
generated randomly from Gaussian distribution of zero
mean and 0.1 F standard deviation, while case 9 includes
all the errors in the model parameters in one single case.

(2) Improvement in the rate allocation is obtained after
including total rate as constraint in the objective function.
Also, another observation is that case 9, which includes
all the errors in the model parameters, shows better results
compared to case 8. This might be due to the fact that
some errors have compensating effects.
3.1.2 Two-Phase Two-Layer Producing Wells
Four different cases have been generated to test the
accuracy of two-phase rate allocation from two-zone
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producing wells. The four cases studied are for perfect
knowledge of input model parameters under low and
high temperature contrast between the producing zones
and with or without imposing total rate for each phase as
constraint in the optimization algorithm. Parameters in
Table 1 are used to generate the true temperature for the
four cases (with additional information about the water
phase with a specific gravity of 1, viscosity of 0.31 cp and
specific heat capacity of 1 BTU/lbm-F). The true rates for
each phase from the lower and the upper producing zones,
respectively, are as follows: qo1 = 300 STB/day, qo2 = 200
STB/day, qw1 = 350 STB/day, and qw2 = 300 STB/day.
Similarly, we started our initial model with zero rates for
the two producing zones. Figure 2 shows the results of the
inversion for the four different cases.
From the results of the above study, it was observed
that in spite of using perfect knowledge of the input model
parameters, imposing the total rate of each producing
phase as constraint does not improve the rate allocation
if the temperature contrast between the zones is low.
However, it does significantly improve the rate allocation
when the temperature contrast between the layers is high.
High temperature contrast may be qualified as temperature
contrast that is one or two orders of magnitude greater
than the resolution of the measurements.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the measured
and the modeled temperature after the inversion. The rate
allocations from lower and upper zone, respectively, were
found to be as follows: qo1 = 2850 bbl/day, qo2 = 1986 bbl/
day, qw1 = 1174 bbl/day, qw2 = 310 bbl/day. Figure 4 shows
the absolute errors between the modeled and the measured
temperature across the section of the well under study.
From Figures 3 and 4, it can be shown that the modeled
temperature is in good agreement with the measured
temperature with a maximum difference less than 1 F. As
seen from Figure 4 the higher error is in between the two
producing zones, which might be due to the presence of
specific completion devices that are not accounted for in
the model formulation.
During this test the productivity of each zone was
tested separately (zones could be switched on and off
with down hole valves) and it was found that the gross
production from the lower zone is much higher than
for the upper zone for both oil and water. This was also
indicated by the inversion algorithm. Figure 5 shows the
error in zonal rate allocation for each phase and for the
gross liquid production compared to the zonal productivity
tests at final iteration. It was found that the rate allocation
error ranges from 7% to 36% at the final iteration taking
into consideration that we started with zero zonal rates for
each phase as initial guess.

3.2 Field Case
A test has been conducted on a deviated well producing
from two active completions yielding about 4800 BOPD
and 1500 BWPD. Fiber optic line has been installed in the
completion to measure the temperature inside the wellbore
and also information about the geothermal gradient has
been provided. The temperature contrast between the two
producing zones for this well is about 7 F.
From a quick inspection of the temperature data, it
could be observed that not all the perforated interval from
the upper zone is producing. Basically only a portion of
the upper producing interval has a decline in temperature
due to the mixing of the fluid of low temperature from the
upper zone and high temperature from the lower zone.
The remainder of the upper interval does not show this
reduction in temperature.
Some forward model parameters are uncertain, so
we add them as parameters in the inversion (within
bounds) in addition to the zonal rates. Table 3 shows the
constraints imposed for the model parameters and the
rates in the inversion. The constraints used for the model
parameters are taken from those commonly used in the
literature (McCain, 1990; Popov, Pribnow, Sass, Williams,
& Burkhardt, 1999). We started our initial model of
zero rates from each zone due to the lack of any prior
information about the two phase zonal rates.

Table 3
The Constraints for the Model Parameters Used for
the Field Case
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Parameters

Inequality

Value

Units

qo1

>=

0

STB/D

qo2

>=

0

STB/D

qw1

>=

0

STB/D

qw2

>=

0

STB/D

ρe

>=

75

lbm/ft3

ρe

<=

185

lbm/ft3

Ce

>=

0.1

BTU/lbm-F

Ce

<=

0.7

BTU/lbm-F

Ke

>=

10

BTU/D-ft-F

Ke

<=

96

BTU/D-ft-F

Kanw

>=

8

BTU/D-ft-F

Kanw

<=

10

BTU/D-ft-F

Cpo

>=

0.4

BTU/lbm-F

Cpo

<=

1

BTU/lbm-F

Cpw

>=

0.4

BTU/lbm-F

Cpw

<=

1

BTU/lbm-F

qoT

=

4800

STB/D

qwT

=

1500

STB/D
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180
0.92

182

184

186

Tf (F)
188

190

192

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

194

(1) A forward model of temperature has been developed
from the basic principle of mass, momentum, and
energy balance to describe the temperature profile
in a single phase single layer producing well. The
model is tested against established analytical models
in the literature and a numerical model and the
results show its good accuracy in the vicinity of the
producing intervals.
(2) The forward model has been extended to two zones
two phase (oil-water) producing wells to be used
as a forward tool in inverting for the zonal rate by
knowing the temperature measurements along the
wellbore.
(3) A n i n v e r s e m o d e l i n g t e c h n i q u e u s i n g t h e
Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG) optimization
algorithm is used to invert for the zonal rate
allocation by minimizing the difference between the
measured temperature and the calculated ones from
the forward model.
(4) Several synthetic examples have been studied
to test the accuracy of zonal rate allocation from
temperature measurements in two-layer producing
wells under different conditions and the results
reveal the following:
a) For single-phase liquid production with high
temperature contrast between the producing
zones, the zonal rates can be allocated with
good accuracy without imposing the total rate as
constraint during inversion.
b) For single-phase liquid production with low
temperature contrast between the producing
zones, the zonal rates can be allocated with good
accuracy if the total rate is added as constraint
during inversion.
c) For two-phase (oil-water) production with high
temperature contrast between the producing
zones, the zonal rates can be allocated with good
accuracy only after imposing the total rate for each
production phase as constraint during inversion.
d) For two-phase (oil-water) production with low
temperature contrast between the producing zones,
the zonal rates are difficult to be allocated even if
the total rate for each phase is added as constraint,
the problem shows a high non-uniqueness and the
optimization mainly depends on the starting guess
for the zonal rates. So, prior information to select
a good starting guess for the rates, or another
constraint must be added to the problem to make
it well posed.
e) From error analysis study on the effect of
different model parameters on the accuracy of
zonal rate allocation, it was found that error in
temperature measurements has the highest effect
on the accuracy of zonal rate allocation. Error

geothermal

Dimensionless Depth

Modeled Temp
Measured

0.94

0.96

0.98

1

Figure 3
Comparison Between Modeled and Measured
Temperature for the Field Case with the Producing
Intervals Shown in the Shaded Regions
1.2

Abs error, F

1

0.8

0.6

0.4
0.2

0
0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99
Dimensionless Depth

1

1.01

Figure 4
Error Comparison Between the Measured and the
Modeled Temperature for the Field Case
40
oil

Abs Relative Error, %

35

water

gross

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
upper zone

Lower zone

Figure 5
Rate Allocation Error for the Field Case
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in temperature measurements (± 0.3 F) leads to
more than 10% error in zonal rate allocation after
imposing total rate as constraint in inversion for
low temperature contrast between the producing
zones. So, for accurate rate allocation, high
temperature resolution is required.
(5) Both the forward and the inversion are tested on
a field data taken from a deviated well with 7 F
temperature contrast between its two producing
zones. The allocation algorithm attributes most
of the oil and water production to the lower layer
as confirmed by zonal tests, and reproduces the
measured DTS profile within 1 F across the interlayer and producing intervals.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 Forward Temperature Modeling for Single
Phase Liquid, Single Layer Producing Wells
Figure A.1 shows the thermal nodal analysis used to
develop a mathematical temperature model by determining
the temperature at each node using mass, momentum
and energy balance equations. Table A.1 shows the
temperature nomenclature at each node presented in
Figure A.1.

5

Z, ft

Qheat

2`
2

3

1

Non-Producing
zone

4

Producing zone

Figure A.1
Schematic Diagram Showing the Nodal Temperature
Analysis in Tubing and in Formation for Single Layer
Producing Well
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Table A.1
Temperature Nomenclature at Each Node
Node

Nomenclature

2

Bottom hole formation temperature calculated from the earth
geothermal gradient, Teibh
Bottom hole flowing fluid temperature, Tfbh1

2`

Flowing fluid temperature at the top of the producing zone, Tfbh2

3

Formation temperature at the well/earth interface in the nonproducing zone

4

Formation temperature calculating from the earth geothermal
gradient in the non producing zone, Tei

5

Flowing temperature, Tf, and it can be at any depth Z from
the producing zone

1

inside the well bore and some of this heat is lost by
conduction to the non-producing formation. Thus, inside
the non-producing zone, the transport phenomenon is
only the heat energy due to heat loss from the well bore
to the non-producing zone. So the only balance equation
required is the energy balance equation.
By applying the energy balance equation between node
3 and 4, the approximated solution (Hasan & Kabir, 1991)
of temperature at node 3 can be obtained as follows:
T eD
T eD

T fbh 1

T eibh

(A.1)

141 . 2 q P B § re · 
¸¸
ln ¨¨
(A.2)
K h
© r wb ¹
II- Node 2 – 2`
The producing zone between node 2 and 2` is divided
into equal intervals, each interval producing equal rate.
The number of divisions depends upon the number of
temperature measurements in front of the producing zone
between node 2 and 2`. By applying a macroscopic mass
and energy balance (Bird et al., 2002) due to the mixing
of two streams, we can get the temperature at any position
in the well bore in front of the producing zone using the
following equation:
q i  1 C p(i -1) T fbh(i -1)  q i C p(i) T ei 
T fbh(i)
	   (A.3)
q i  1 C p(i -1)  q i C p(i)

T eD
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Where,

I
wt

(A.4)
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q wJ
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246 . 6
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(A.12)

U is the overall heat transfer coefficient and can be
calculated from Eq. A.13 as shown in (Bird et al., 2002)
under the following conditions given by (Sagar et al.,
1991):
Thermal resistance of pipe and steel are negligible
compared to the thermal resistance of the fluid in the
tubing/casing annulus,
Radiation and convection coefficients are negligible

(A.5)

It should be noted that for no production, Tfbh1 and Tfbh2
are the geothermal temperatures.
III- Non Producing Zone (Node 4 -3)
As the fluid produced, heat is transferred by convection
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ª
0 .6 º 
 0 . 5 ln( t D ) @  « 1 
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tD ¼
¬

IV- Well Path (Node 2`- 5)
As the fluid proceeds from node 2` to 5, heat energy is
transported by convection and also mass and momentum
are transported due to the fluid flow. So, energy, mass, and
momentum balance equations are applied between node
2` and 5. The derived temperature between node 2` and 5
for liquid phase flow is given as follows:

Where, i = 2, 3,…….., n (n is the number of
temperature measurements in front of the producing
zone), taking into consideration that Tfbh1 is calculated
from Eq. A.1 and A.2. Also, Tei at each interval should be
corrected due to the pressure drop across the perforation
using the same Eqs. A.1 and A.2 using Tei instead of Teibh.
As the fluids produced from each interval inside the
producing zone have equal rate and equal specific heat
capacity, Cp, so Eq. A.3 can be written as follows:


i
Accordingly, temperature at node 2` will be:
T fbh2
T fbh ( n ) 

>0 . 4063

for tD ≤ 1.5

2S K e

( T h  T ei )
dQ
(A.7)
)
wt (
dz
T h is the temperature at node 3 and Tei is the
temperature at node 4 known from the geothermal
gradient.

( Pe  Pwf )

( i  1) T fbh(i -1)  T ei

1

@

Where,

The pressure drop can be calculated using Darcy’s
equation by knowing reservoir rock and fluid properties
and assuming a steady state flow (Dake, 2001):

T fbh(i)

rD

>

t D 1  0 .3 t D 

1 . 1281

1

(A.6)

I- Producing Zone (Node 1 and 2)
The temperature equation derived between node 1 and 2
based on energy balance equation is as follows:
144  ( Pe  Pwf ) 

		
U C p  J
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and can be ignored
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boundary condition of Eq. A.21 gives the profile of the
dimensionless temperature inside the producing well as
function of the dimensionless depth, ZD

1


(A.13)
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The friction loss coefficient, f, can be obtained as
follows:
16 ,
Re

If R e d 2000 , f
If R e ! 2000 ,
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Where Re is the Reynolds number and can be obtained as
follows:
0 . 1231 U q 
Re
(A.14)
D ti P

A.2 Model Comparison
The objective of this comparison is two folds; the first is
to test the accuracy of our developed temperature model,
Eq. A.22, against the numerical (Schlumberger, 2010) and
the well known temperature modeling in the literature
(Ramey, 1962; Sagar et al., 1991). The second is to test the
accuracy of Eq. A.22 after neglecting the Joule-Thomson
effect due to pressure drop across the perforation. The
reason for this is to reduce the high uncertainty associated
with the calculation of Joule-Thomson coefficient as
its calculation required information about the pressure
drop across the perforation or information about the
flow regime, some reservoir properties like permeability,
drainage radius, etc., which are associated with high
uncertainty.
The analytical temperature models used for comparison
with the numerical are as follows:
(1) “Ramey’s Model (Ramey, 1962)”.
(2) “Sagar Model (Sagar et al., 1991)”.
(3) “Model 1”, which is the temperature model given
by Eq. A.22.
(4) “Model 2”, which is the temperature model given
by Eq. A.22 after neglecting Joule-Thomson
coefficient due to pressure drop across the
perforation.
The numerical modeling is obtained by using
ECLIPSE 300 (Schlumberger, 2010) under the thermal
option to be able to get the temperature at specified node
inside the producing well.
Table A.2 shows the well and the reservoir fluid and
rock data used by the above four different models and the
numerical model obtained from Eclipse 300 under the
thermal option to do the comparison.

Tei in Eq. A.10 is calculated by knowing the earth
temperature at the bottom hole (Teibh), which is a fixed,
and the earth temperature gradient using the following
equation:
T ei
T eibh  G T z Sin T 		
(A.15)
Eq. A.10 can be converted to a dimensionless form
using the following dimensionless parameters:
Tf

T fD
(A.16)
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T fbh

Eq. A.10 becomes:

dT fD
dz D

A D (T fD 

T eibh
G Sin T z D L

 T
)  I D (A.20)
T fbh
T fbh

The boundary condition used to solve the ordinary
differential equation, Eq. A.20 is
T fD ( z D

0)



(A.22)
Eqs. A.16. and A.17 are used to convert the profile
from the dimensionless domain to the real domain by
knowing the fixed fluid temperature at the bottom hole of
the well, Tfbh, and the depth of the well, L.

º
»
»¼

zD

1

AD T fbh

1

(A.21)
This means that the temperature at the bottom hole
is equal to T fbh. The solution of Eq. A.20 using the
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Table A.2
Input Data for the Numerical (Eclipse 300) and the
Different Temperature Forward Models
Value

Units

qo, oil Rate
qw, water rate

Well Data

1020
0

STB/D
STB/D

qg, gas rate

306

MSCF/D

GLR

300

SCF/STB

Well Length, L

6792

ft

rti (inside tubing radius)

0.9075

in

rto (outside tubing radius)

1.1875

in

rci (inside casing radius)

2.506

in

rco (outside casing radius)

2.75

in

rwb (well bore radius)
3.75
Heat transfer coefficient between the well
156.55
bore and the formation, U
Well roughness
0.001

BTU/D-ft2-F

oil heat capacity, Cpo

BTU/lbm-F

0.485

oil API

58

Inclination to the horizontal, θ

90

Figure A.3 shows the point-by-point comparison with
Eclipse results for all the models except Sagar’s model.
This figure shows the plot of the error between each
model and simulation results versus depth. It is seen from
Figure A.3 that model 1 and 2 give less error compared
to the other models very close to the producing intervals.
At large distance from the producing intervals, models 1
and 2 show higher errors compared to the other models.
The main reason that model 1 and 2 gave good results
near the producing interval compared to the numerical
simulation model is that gas holdup is still very small so
the assumption of single phase liquid used in developing
Eq. A.22 is still valid. Also, the assumption of constant
friction loss is reasonable whenever the gas holdup is
very small which is the case near the producing intervals.
While at large distance from the producing intervals the
gas holdup is increasing and the assumption of constant
friction loss and single phase liquid production does not
hold that is why model 1 and 2 are not giving good results
at higher distance from the producing interval.
As seen from Figure A.3, that the difference between
model 1 and 2 are small and could be neglected, so
model 2 is selected in order to reduce the uncertainty
of imperfect knowledge about the parameters used in
calculating the Joule-Thomson coefficient due to pressure
drop across the perforations.

in

ft

Rock thermal Properties
Heat capacity of rock

33.6

BTU/D-ft-F

0.2115

BTU/lbm-F

Geothermal Gradient (GT)
0.0274
Temperature of the earth at the bottom
237.2
hole of the well (Teibh)
Reservoir Properties

F/ft

Permeability (homogenous reservoir), K

200

md

thickness of the producing layer, h

20

ft

F

drainage radius, re

0.62

Ft

oil formation volume factor, Bo
Simulation Time, t

0.91
168

BBL/STB
hr

Error (numericalsimulation-analytical model),F

Thermal rock conductivity (Ke)

Figure A.2 shows the comparison of the four models
with respect to the simulation results; all the models show
good agreement except for Sagar model. This is due to the
correlation used by (Sagar et al., 1991) where the example
used might by beyond the database from which Sagar’s
correlation was developed.
Tf, F
0 20 40 60 80 100 120140160180 200 220 240 260
0

1000

Depth, ft

3000

7000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

Ramy error
Model 1 error
Model 2 error

A.3 Temperature Forward Modeling for Single
Phase Liquid, Two Layers Producing Wells
Figure A.4 shows a thermal nodal analysis sketch for two
layers, single-phase liquid production wells. The only
difference between the single layer and the two layers
production is in the nodal analysis between nodes 5-5`,
nodes 8-7, and nodes 5`-9, also there is a minor change
between nodes 2`-5.

4000

6000

1000

Figure A.3
Error Comparison Between the Numerical Simulation
and the Analytical Models

2000
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0.8
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0
-0.4 0
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-4
-4.4
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-5.2
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-6
-6.4
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Geothermal
simulation results
Ramey Model
Sagar Model
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8000

Figure A.2
Comparisons with the Numerical Simulation Model
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9

q1+ q2
8

5`
Z, ft

zone, we can get the temperature at any interval inside the
producing zone using the following:

Non Producing
zone
7
6

q2

T f(i)

Producing zone 2

5

Sep

q1
2`
2

4

3

1

Where, i = 1, 2,…..n (n is the number of divisions
or the number of temperature measurements in front of
the upper producing zone), T f(i): is the temperature at
each interval in front of the producing zone, Tf(0) is the
well bore temperature at node 5, Cp2: is the specific heat
capacity of the fluid in the upper producing zone, q1, q2 : is
the total production from the lower zone and upper zone
respectively, Cp(i): is the specific heat capacity at each
interval in front of the producing zone and is calculating
as a rate weighting average according to the following
equation:

Non-Producing
Non
Producing
zone

q1

Producing zone 1

Figure A.4
Thermal Nodal Analysis for Two-Layer, Single Phase
Producing Wells
I- Node 2`-5
The ordinary differential equation given across these
nodes for the single layer production, Eq. A.20, is the
same as that used for the two layers production however a
more general boundary condition is used to solve it, which is:

T fD

Z D Z Dbh

T fdbh 

C p(i)

(A.23)

q2 º
q2
ª
« q 1  ( i  1)  ( n ) » C p(i -1)  n C p2
¬
¼

q2 º
ª
« q 1  ( i)  n »
¬
¼

(A.26)

Where, i = 1, 2, …….,n and Cp(0) = Cp1 which is the
specific heat capacity of the fluid produced from the lower
zone, which is constant through the section between node
2` and 5.
At node 5`,
T 5` T f ( n ) 
(A.27)

This general boundary condition allow to handle the
two or more layers as the temperature at node 5` should
be corrected for the mixing of two streams and the change
of the rate. This as if we are dealing with the well as
consisting of different sections each has the same equation
but different boundary condition depending upon the
temperature of the previous section.
The solution of Eq. A.20 using the general boundary
condition, Eq. A.23 is as follows:
TfD

q2 º
q2
ª
« q1  ( i  1)  ( n ) » C p(i) T f(i -1)  n C p2 T ei
¬
¼
 (A.25)
q2
q2
( q1  ( i - 1) 
) C p(i) 
C p2
n
n

Also, C p 5`

ªeAD z dbh 
º
«
»
1
·»
 «§ e AD z dbh  ( AD Teibh  GT SinT (AD zD L  L)- Tfbh ID ) 
¸»
AD Tfbh «¨
¨ AD z D  (A T  A T T  G SinT (A z L  L) T I )¸»
D eibh
D fbh fdbh
T
D dbh
fbh D ¹¼
¬«© e

(A.24)
Where, Tfdbh is the temperature of entry and zdbh is the
depth measured from the bottom of the well at the entry
level. Similarly, Eq. A.16 and Eq. A.17 are used to convert
the dimensionless temperature profile obtained from Eq.
A.24 to the real domain.
II-Node 5 - 5`
The modeling between node 5 and 5` is very similar to
that between node 2 and 2` for the single layer production,
where both mass and energy balance are applied. Also the
assumptions used between node 2 and 2` are the same as
between node 5 and 5` except the last assumption where
the heat capacity of the two streams are not the same and
also the mixing rates are not equal.
Similarly, we divided the producing zone into equal
intervals, each interval producing equal rate. By applying
a macroscopic mass and energy balance (Bird et al.,
2002) due to the mixing of two streams from the upper
producing zone and the total rate obtained from the lower

C p(n) 

(A.28)

It should be noted that Tei in Eq. A. 25 could be
obtained directly from the geothermal gradient after
neglecting Joule-Thomson effect due to the pressure drop
across the perforation from the upper zone.
III- Node 8 – 7
The same equation described between node 3 and 4 for
single layer production, Eq. A.6, can be used between
node 8 and 7, where the flow rate is the total rate from the
two producing zones.
IV- Node 5`– 9
Eq. A.24 can be used to describe the temperature profile
between node 5` and 9 by using the total rate (q1 + q2)
instead of q1. Also, Cp between node 5` and 9 is equal to
Cp5` as calculated from Eq. A.28.
A.4 Temperature Forward Modeling for TwoPhase Liquid, Two Layers Producing Wells
Figure A.5 shows the nodal analysis sketch for two-phase
two layers production, where the two phases are oil-water
(liquid).
The extension of the modeling to two-phase flow
depends upon recalculating the parameters of the
modeling for the two-phase flow between each node. In
the non producing zone as there is no fluid flow, only heat
energy flow, so the change from single phase to two phase
flow will not affect the temperature modeling between
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nodes 3 and 4 and node 8 and 7. The following are the
model parameter calculation between each node for twophase liquid flow.
9

equation
C po  q o 2  C pw  q w 2

C p2
qo2  q w2

IV- Node 5`– 9
Same as between node 2`- 5, where Cp, µ , ρ are calculated
as follows:
C po  ( q o1  q o 2 )  C pw  ( q w1  q w 2 )
C pM
C p 5` 
q o 1  q o 2  q w1  q w 2

Non Producing
zone

qoT
+
qwT

8

5`
6

Z, ft

7
qo2
qw2

Producing zone 2

5
sep

qo1+
qw1
2`
1

2

Non Producing
zone

P

P o  ( q o 1  q o 2 )  P w  ( q w1  q w 2 ) 

U

U o  (q o1  q o 2 )  U w  ( q w1  q w 2 )

q o1  q w1  q o 2  q w 2

q o 1  q w1  q o 2  q w 2

4

3
qo1
qw1

(A.32)

Producing zone 1

(A.33)

    (A.34)
(A.35)

Figure A.5
Thermal Nodal Analysis for Two-Layer, Two Phase
Producing Wells

The extension of the temperature forward modeling to
multi-layers two-phase flow is typically follows the same
steps for the extension from single to two layers.

I- Node 2-2`
The temperature modeling as shown from Eq. A.4 is
independent on the type of phase flow, so there is no
change in the temperature modeling for two phase flow
between those nodes.
II- Node 2`- 5
Eq. A.24 is used to get the temperature distribution
between these two nodes. The physical parameters
required by Eq. A.24 are calculated as a rate weighted
average as follows:

A.5 Inversion Algorithm
The objective of this paper is to use temperature
measurements along the wellbore and invert these
temperatures to allocate the rate from the producing zones.
So, this inversion required an optimization algorithm to
find the independent parameters, which are the zonal rates
that minimize the following objective function:

C

C
p1

po

 q o1  C

pw

q o1  q w1

 q w1 

P

P1

P o  q o1  P w  q w1 

U

U1

U o  q o1  U w  q w1 

q o1  q w1

q o1  q w1

ª nd
2 º

Min « ¦ T i cal ( m )  T i obs »    (A.36)
¬i 1
¼
Subject to any constraints on m, where (m) is a vector
of independent parameters mainly the zonal rates and the
thermal and physical properties of the formation and the
produced fluid.
Different optimization algorithms (Nocedal &
Wright, 1999) can be used to invert the temperature
measurements for rate allocation. Here we used a readymade optimization algorithm, which is the “Generalized
Reduced Gradient” (GRG) method. Details about the
algorithm can be found elsewhere (Lasdon, Waren, Jain,
& Ratner, 1978). The inversion algorithm requires only
the observed temperature and the temperature calculated
from the forward model.
Min O(m )

(A.29)
(A.30)
(A.31)

III- Node 5 – 5`
Eq. A.25 and A.26 are used to calculate the temperature
between these nodes by substituting q1 by (qo1 + qw1 )
and q2 by (qo2 + qw2), Cp2 is calculated from the following
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